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 No need to envy others. See what you have right now, think about 
what has been done to get it. Be thankful (the writer) 
 Life is too short if only to regret it. You only live once, but if 
used properly, once is enough!(the writer) 
 Everyone has problems. Better look for a solution to the problem 
rather than comparing your problem to the others (the writer) 
 Said in your mind that you have to be rich, that's good, But says 
in your heart that you are already rich, it is exceptional (the 
writer) 
 Nothing is impossible, if we want to try and pray” (tiwi cute) 
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UNTUNG WISUDA PURNAMA PUTRA. A 320070284. A TRANSLATION ANALYSIS 
OF DEIXIS IN THE DREAM OF TRESPASS NOVEL BY FATIMAH MENISSI AND ITS 
TRANSLATION (PRAGMATIC PERSPECTIVE). RESEARCH PAPER. 
MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 
This research belongs to a qualitative research. The researcher tries to identify the types 
of deixis and the equivalence of deixis in The Dream of Trespass novel by Fatimah Mernissi and 
its Translation. 
The object of the research is the novel The Dream of Trespass written by Fatimah 
Mernissi that consists of 226 pages. It is translated into Indonesian novel Harem by Amad 
Baiquni. In collecting the data, the researcher uses the document. The data in this research are 
sentences containing deixis, they are personal deixis, place deixis, time deixis, discourse deixis 
and social deixis. The data are analized based on the theories, the knowledge and desire of the 
researcher related to the problem statements. From the collected data, the researcher finds 202 
data of English deixis and equivalence. 
The result of the research shows that : based on the equivalent and non equivalent deixis  
from 202 data of the research, the data involved in: (a) the  equivalent deixis which are translated 
into Indonesian are 183 data or 90,6%, (b) the non equivalence deixis which are translated into 
Indonesian are 19 data or 9,4. It means that the translation analysis of deixis in novel Dream of 
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